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ABSTRACT

Two network architectures, cell and packet, form the basis of most high band-
width network research. If analyzed from the perspective of building a switch, both
architectures have unique advantages. The preemptive architecture described herein
proposes to create a network that takes unique advantages from both the cell and
packet architectures. Speci�cally, the advantages gained were in bounding delay and
lower required processing power. Also investigated was the possibility that Required
Processing Power(RPP) of a preemptive switch will increase at a lower rate compared
to that of a cell or packet architecture, as port size and/or link speed increase. To
adequately understand the power of a preemptive architecture, simulation was used
to estimate the RPP needed for a switch.

The results show the feasibility of such an architecture. Two sets of simulations
were run. The �rst used general poisson sources with two levels of priority. Simula-
tions found upwards of 30 ports could be loaded with only 146 MIPS of processing
power without serious degradation in end-to-end delay. The second used TCP bulk
data and Variable Bit Rate(VBR) video encoding sources. Simulation results show
upwards of 10 ports could be loaded with only 146 MIPS of processing power. The
146 MIPS of processing power is equivalent to one port in a cell architecture. Thus,
the preemptive switch architecture gives at least an order of magnitude in savings in
comparison to the cell architecture.

A feature of the tra�c mix used in simulation was recognized as critical to mini-
mizing RPP. When the source tra�c is grouped correctly, the two groups formed have
a bimodal characteristic. The bimodal characteristic is that one group dominates the
link bandwidth and the other group dominates the units processed per second. The
report shows how this characteristic can be exploited to help reduce RPP without
loss in performance of the preemptive architecture.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. David D. Clark
Title: Senior Research Scientist, MIT
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A noble goal in networking today is to create a cheap, fast, high capacity network

that integrates many di�erent types of service. While this goal is attainable, there are

di�ering views as to how the network should be designed. The primary architectures

under consideration are the packet and cell architectures. From the switch perspec-

tive, a packet network has the advantage of requiring less processing power. A cell

network has the advantage of easier integration of services. Can the advantages of

both architectures be combined to form a new architecture? This report presents an

alternative architecture, which explores this exact question.

1.1 Motivation

The latter part of the goal stated above is to be able to integrate many di�erent

types of tra�c into one communications substrate. The variance in the types of traf-

�c ranges from real-time tra�c to data tra�c. Each class of tra�c has its own set of

requirements for acceptable transmission. For instance, real-time tra�c has require-

ments relating to information being sent in a timely fashion with little emphasis on

the guarantee that all information is received. In contrast, data tra�c has require-

ments relating to the information being sent in a less timely fashion, but requiring
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acknowledgment and veri�cation that information is correctly received. Each class

of tra�c will have a di�erent set of requirements. The objective of the integrated

network is to meet all requirements for the di�erent classes where possible.

Another part of the goal is to be able to build the integrated network cheaply.

There are many choices that a�ect the cost of the network. Among the choices is

the design and implementation of the switches in the network. A primary component

that determines the cost of a switch is the amount of processing power it contains. If

the processing power can somehow be minimized, then the cost of the switch should

be less. For this report we look at the speci�c task of minimizing the processing power

in the switch.

Two switching architectures that are either being proposed or in use today are

called the packet and the cell architectures. The packet architecture works on the

principle that the end-to-end unit called the packet is the unit of transfer throughout

the network. Packets can be of variable size and represent a piece of the data being

sent. The cell architecture di�ers bymaking the packets be a �xed size. The capability

gained is to be able to preempt data we are sending at �xed intervals. Preemption, or

the capability to interrupt transmission of some unit of data to transmit an unrelated

unit of data, o�ers the advantage of bounding delay for a set of data being transmitted.

This bounding of delay makes integration of services easier.

Since packets are generally larger than cells, the processing power needed to

process in a packet network is higher than the processing power needed in a cell

network. However, as was mentioned above, cell networks can integrate services more

easily. The goals stated above imply that a hybrid solution should be found if possible.

In other words, our goal is to �nd an architecture where only the packet processing

power is required, but ease in integration of services is the same as in a cell network.
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1.2 A Possible Alternative Solution

The new architecture will be called the preemptive architecture. Its primary advan-

tage is that unlike both cell and packet architectures, the local unit of transfer can

be preempted. This is believed to give us three important capabilities. The �rst is

the ability to change what data is sent immediately. This leads to bounding of total

delay (cell advantage). The second is the ability to make local data units larger. This

gives us a lower required processing power (packet advantage). Finally, the capability

to make units larger and integrate them easily on a local basis facilitates the increase

of a switch's port size or link bandwidths.

1.3 Results of Simulation

The results presented in this report have a two-fold objective. The �rst is to present

arguments for the feasibility of the preemptive architecture developed and presented

in Chapters 2 and 3. The second is to present the interesting e�ect priority has on

the capability of a preemptive system. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 present the Comparison

and Priority simulations respectively.

The Comparison simulations will use the standard tra�c mix presented therein

and compare the Switch Processing Power(SPP) of a preemptive architecture to the

SPP of a cell architecture. Results show that the preemptive architecture uses about

30 times less processing power than the cell architecture for these simulations. This

reduction in processing power can be exploited in three ways. The �rst is obviously

a cheaper switch with less processing power included in the design. The second is

a large scalable switch which uses the same amount of processing power as the cell

architecture, but has a large port size. Finally, the third is a scalable switch which

contains links with higher bandwidths than the cell architecture. These features

gained by reducing processing power required in a preemptive architecture can be

used either singularly or combined to form an new more powerful switch.
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The Priority simulations recognize that the tra�c mix can be broken into

two groups. The two groups are large end-to-end units and small end-to-end units.

With respect to the bandwidth used, large end-to-end units dominate over small

end-to-end units. With respect to the number of units to process per second, small

end-to-end units dominate over large end-to-end units. This bimodal characteristic

can be exploited to further the reduction of processing power. In the original tra�c

mix, large end-to-end units could preempt small end-to-end units. By modifying it

so that small end-to-end units preempt large end-to-end units, the bimodalness of

the tra�c mix can be exploited. This exploitation results in an improvement in the

end-to-end delays found from simulation.

1.4 Organization of Report

In Chapter 2 the fundamental design of the preemptive network is explained. The

basis for most design decisions is presented here. These principles are the primary

drive to de�ne the network architecture. Chapter 3 presents a host and switch model

of possible implementations given the network architecture described in Chapter 2.

These models will be used in simulation. They also are used to justify the e�ectiveness

of both the network and switch architectures. Chapter 4 presents the simulation

results. First, the simple poisson source is presented. Next the TCP bulk transfer

along with Variable Bit Rate(VBR) video encoding is presented. Finally, Chapter 5

presents the major conclusions of the simulation results and presents possible future

work based on the results attained thus far.

1.5 Related Work

Due to the novelty of this work, there is not a large selection of background mate-

rial. The related work found can be broken into three categories. The three areas
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are general queueing theory on preemption, preemptive systems in a shared medium

environment, and preemption strategies in ATM. These areas cover mainly the per-

formance of a preemptive system, but do not explore the required processing power of

such a system. This di�ers from my work which is to explore the trade-o� of required

processing power versus the performance of a system.

A number of sources exist which cover priority queueing. The preemptive

architecture described above is classi�ed as a preemptive resume queueing strategy.

Both [1] and [10] cover how a M/G/1 system performs with a preemptive resume

strategy of two priority classes. Our system is slightly more complex than either

of the M/G/1 models presented. This work may be used to help in attempting to

characterize the architecture performance in a closed form. However, getting a closed

form would be di�cult and is not necessary to evaluate the system.

Another area where a preemptive approach has been used is in the shared

medium network. These approaches are used to gain better performance for the

expected delay of real-time tra�c. The two mediums are a slotted ring [9] and dis-

tributed queue dual bus [8]. Since this is a shared medium, there is no required pro-

cessing power unless we estimate the processing power necessary at each connection

point. This work is important since it may be an input to an actual implementa-

tion. Thus, if time permits, we may use this work to simulate a set of sources on a

shared medium which have preemption capability across that medium to a switching

network.

Finally, as with any new architecture there is bound to be a comparison to

a rival architecture that is popular at the time. The rival architecture in this case

is Asynchronous Transfer Mode(ATM). ATM uses the small cell architecture with

each cell being 53 bytes (currently) in length. ATM can be considered a preemptive

resume system if the correct algorithm is used to decide how cells are sent. Such a

scheme is discussed in [2] where a discrete model of preemption is presented. ATM

is not used in this research for two reasons. The �rst is that our characterizations
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can be more general and not restricted to ATM. The second is that it is easier to

examine the preemptive architecture without the constraints of the ATM standard.

If our research is successful, then a probable direction is to engineer the preemptive

architecture into an ATM environment. For these reasons we will look at preemption

more generally and leave it to engineering to incorporate the basic ideas into the ATM

environment.
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Chapter 2

Fundamental Design

2.1 Motivation Revisited

As stated in the Introduction, the tra�c types we expect to handle range from real-

time to data. Real-Time tra�c is the tra�c which has a constrained time-delay

bound. An example of real-time tra�c is full-motion video which has several frames

per second of data to be transferred in a timely fashion. Data tra�c on the other

hand has a exible delay bound that varies from transfer to transfer. An example of

this is a �le transfer. The goal of integrating tra�c from real-time to data is a very

interesting area of research and as part of this work, we will examine some features

of such a network.

In examining an integrated network, we will look speci�cally at the switch

device. The switch device is a router of information. It is responsible for connecting

several machines together to communicate. The switch is also responsible for handling

the routing, processing, and transferring of these pieces of information in the network.

Our primary concerns in measuring the performance of a switch are the delay incurred

on real-time tra�c being transferred through the switch and the Switch Processing

Power(SPP). Delay a�ects the overall network performance. SPP a�ects the design

and implementation of a switch. SPP is related to delay in that SPP can control
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the delay bound on information being transmitted by the switch. To understand this

relationship we will de�ne both delay and SPP more rigorously.

2.1.1 Delay in an Integrated Network

Total delay is de�ned as the interval of time between when an end-to-end unit begins

transfer from the source to the end of transfer at the sink. The data unit can either

be a packet, cell, or an ADU(de�ned below). Each data unit transferred between

a source-sink pair will have a delay which is dependent on the physical distance

between the source-sink pair, the size of the data unit, the other tra�c sent partially

or completely on the route, and the processing by intermediate switches in the route

of a data unit. We call these four factors, propagation, transfer, queueing, and access

delay respectively. Propagation delay is dependent on the path taken and for our

purposes is assumed to be �xed for a source-sink pair. Transfer delay is based on

the lowest bandwidth link the data unit is transferred through. It is also assumed to

be roughly �xed. Queueing delay is dependent on the network tra�c and algorithm

used to order data units being sent in the network. While this is not �xed, it is not

our primary interest of study in this work. We use a simple algorithm to order data

for transmission. Access delay is dependent on the architecture chosen. This is our

primary interest for study in this work.

As stated above, access delay is the processing by intermediate switches in the

route of a data unit. Access delay can be further broken into two parts. The �rst is

the time spent identifying, copying, and scheduling a data unit for transfer from the

input to the output of a switch. We call this the Work Delay. The second part of

access delay is the time the data unit waits for another data unit to end transmission

on a link. This is called Work Transfer Delay. Both work delay and work transfer

delay are determined by the network and switch architectures chosen. However, there

are a few basic properties that are general over most architectures.

Work delay is the time to process one data unit. Thus, the inverse of the
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work delay is the number of data units that can be processed in a time interval or its

rate. On the average, for a switch to have good performance, the number of incoming

data units to be processed must be less than the number of data units that can be

processed. This is shown by equation 2.1 with both sides being in units of cells,

packets, or ADUs per second.

data unit rate �
data unit

work delay
(2.1)

If the incoming data units is more than the inverse of the work delay then queueing

occurs before the processor. This means that data must wait to be processed. While

the data waits for processing time, the link will go idle. When the link goes idle

utilization will drop and performance will degrade. Therefore, we want to keep the

work delay small enough to be able to process data units without substantial queueing.

The amount of work transfer delay for one data unit is dependent on the time

at which the unit has completed being processed. If the link is idle after processing

then the work transfer delay is zero. However, if another data unit is being transferred

then we have work transfer delay. As the size of data units grow the amount of time

waiting on another data unit to �nish transfer increases. Thus, the amount of work

transfer delay increases. As it increases, the end-to-end delay increases. At some point

the end-to-end delay becomes unacceptable for some tra�c. The simple solution is to

keep data unit sizes small and then the work transfer delay is minimized. However,

choosing the correct size for a network is a tough problem which is discussed in 2.2.1.

Combining work and work transfer delays, we can examine the overall e�ect

of varying access delay. This is shown in Figure 2-1. This is an example of a plot

of three histograms of total delay on the same graph. Each histogram represents

a di�erent plot of total delay based on the same source-sink pair with the same

tra�c characteristics. The only variance is in the access delay. Assuming that to a

�rst approximation the queueing delay stays constant, as access delay increases, the

total delay increases. This is shown by the equation ad1 < ad2 < ad3, where adx

is the access delay of plot x. Thus, the average delay increases and the histogram
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plot moves to the right. At some point the end-to-end delay for most end-to-end

units sent becomes unacceptable. This is denoted by the dotted vertical line labeled

unacceptable delay. Given that we know what the unacceptable delay is (a choice for

the implementor), we can �nd what the maximum access delay will be. In section

2.3, we examine some of the advantages to making the access delay longer and its

e�ects on the network architecture.

Delay
Unacceptable

Delay of Data Unit

% Source-Sink Sent

1 2 3

Figure 2-1: Three Histogram Plots where ad1 < ad2 < ad3

2.1.2 Switch Processing Power

Switch processing is the capability to process incoming pieces of information for trans-

mission. The amount of processing in a switch is the Switch Processing Power(SPP).

We quantify SPP in units of millions of instructions per second(MIPS). SPP is strictly

the amount of power we are given. A higher SPP means that we have more instruc-

tions to process data with. This can be either to make more complex algorithms or to

service more pieces of data. In either case, given a good implementation, an increase

in SPP should see a decrease in delay.

How do we know if we have enough SPP for a switch architecture? By com-

paring it to the Required Processing Power(RPP). RPP is the amount of processing

power necessary to guarantee a certain access delay on a link. Thus porti on a switch
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has a RPPi which must be met by the SPP or more concretely:

SPP �
NX

i=1

RPPi (2.2)

There are two important points to recognize about this simple equation. The �rst is

that it is a simpli�cation of the relation. The SPP may not be available to all ports

of the switch (i.e. SPP may be a summation of the processing power at each port).

The second is that the RPP varies over time. Depending on the tra�c of a particular

link, RPP will change.

It is important to understand the di�erence between SPP and RPP. SPP can

be thought of as the current capacity of the switch whereas RPP is the capacity

necessary to maintain low access delay. RPP is determined by the capacity of the

links, the size of the switch, and the architecture. SPP is determined by how much

money was invested into the switch. Keeping SPP above RPP for a particular switch

is obviously preferred. Minimizing RPP is even better.

2.2 Two Traditional Architectures

We now look at two traditional network architectures to see how they a�ect the access

delay and SPP. The two architectures will be called the packet architecture and the

cell architecture. These architectures are not tied to a particular implementation or

standard. Rather they are models of what currently is being examined or in use

today. By examining this work, I hope to convey the problems in building either

system with respect to SPP and access delay.

The following three equations are used as a basis for much of the discussion

explaining why the architectures have problems.

access delay = work delay + work transfer delay (2.3)

RPP =
processing instructions

data unit

data unit

work delay
=

processing instructions

work delay
(2.4)
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data unit time =
data unit size

link bandwidth
(2.5)

Equation 2.3 represents the access delay of a switch from the de�nition in 2.1.1.

Equation 2.4 represents the RPP of a switch link. One way to think about the RPP

equation is the number of instructions required per data unit times the rate of data

units coming in, which yields the number of instructions per second. As can be seen,

RPP is dependent on the number of instructions to process and the work delay to do

the processing. Finally, equation 2.5 refers to the relationship between a data unit's

size in bits to its size in seconds. The size in seconds is simply the time it takes to

transmit the data unit on a link of a particular bandwidth. Given two di�erent links

with two di�erent bandwidths, the same data unit will have two di�erent data unit

times even though the data unit's size is constant.

2.2.1 The Packet Architecture

The �rst architecture we look at is the packet architecture. A packet is a unit of

data supplied by the source to the network. While in the network, a packet can

be broken into smaller pieces for transmission. We call the breaking of any end-to-

end unit into smaller pieces fragmentation. A packet may only be fragmented by

a switch or other device before it begins transmission. Packets and fragments are

of variable length. The transmission of one packet/fragment can not be interrupted

to send another packet/fragment. The packet/fragment size is dependent on what

end-to-end applications and congestion control algorithms are being used.

A problem with the packet architecture is that the access delay is dependent

on the packet time, ie. the larger the packets sent, the larger the access delay will be

and the more likely that it will be unacceptable. If we examine access delay as the

summation of work and work transfer delay then we see that for a given processing

power and bandwidth: 1) work delay is constant and 2) the work transfer delay will

vary. In general we can set the work delay to be as large as the average packet time.

This minimizes RPP. It is important to note that increasing the RPP will decrease
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the work delay, but not decrease the access delay. Any time gained by decreasing

the work delay only increases the time in the work transfer delay. This is since the

packet time is �xed once transmission starts on a link. One way to get around this

is to make smaller packets than are sent through the network. However, to pick a

packet size we have to know the packet route, minimum bandwidth in the route, the

tra�c characteristics in the route, and the SPP at each switch along the route. If

any switch is modi�ed in the route, or the route changes then the packet size must

be recalculated. If we can not do this calculation, then the access delay varies. With

a large variance in access delay, there is no guarantee that data is always transferred

in a timely fashion. Thus, real-time support is hard to maintain in such a network.

The primary disadvantage to the scheme above is not in the calculation, but

rather in the control of the network. Upgrading or modifying a switch is a local

change, but it has global e�ects. Since packet time helps to determine access delay,

modifying the bandwidth of a switch in turn changes the access delay. Thus control

algorithms must keep track of a switch's state to dynamically choose a packet time.

This adds a lot of responsibility to the end-to-end control algorithms which may be

unnecessary.

2.2.2 The Cell Architecture

The cell architecture changes the packet architecture by adding a smaller unit of

transfer. In the cell architecture packets still exist. However, packets are broken

into �xed size segments called cells. Thus, one way to view the cell architecture is

a packet network with �xed fragmentation. Cells are the unbreakable unit and thus

the smallest/largest unit of transfer end-to-end. A standard cell size is chosen for the

whole network and the size does not vary depending on tra�c or transmission speeds.

Cell size is strictly dependent on the standard speci�ed for the network.

For a cell architecture, the access delay of the system varies based on the link

bandwidths of the network. Since a cell is a �xed size, for a �xed bandwidth it has a
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�xed cell time, and thus the access delay is the same magnitude as sending one cell.

When the system is initially built, the time of a cell is determined by the minimum

bandwidth in the network. We need to �nd the cell time which gives an access delay

that is acceptable.

Since processing is done on a cell by cell basis and cells are a �xed size, the time

devoted to work and work transfer delays are constant for a given link bandwidth.

If link bandwidth increases, work and work transfer delays decrease since we must

still maintain the cell by cell processing. As work delay decreases, the amount of

time to \think" about which cell to send decreases as well. A work around solution

is to make processing algorithms \dumber" which run faster. However, it is not clear

that we can make dumber algorithms that run faster as quickly as the bandwidth of

links increase. Furthermore even a tougher argument against this solution is that the

control algorithms that are simpler at higher speeds may not be compatible with the

more complex algorithms at lower speeds. To maintain the same algorithm running

at higher speeds will result in an increase in RPP.

2.3 An Alternative Architecture

We have seen how two di�erent network architectures have problems with modi�ca-

tion of a switch. A number of possible solutions could be raised and tried at this point.

Some solutions try to modify either the cell or packet architecture to correct the prob-

lems raised above. However, in an e�ort to better understand how the fundamental

properties relate we start from scratch and examine an alternative architecture. The

ideas and concepts raised in the alternative architecture could be used in either the

packet and cell architectures. For now we start from fundamentals and move forward

not concerning ourselves with integrating into current architectures.

We start from equations 2.3 and 2.4. Now suppose that the access delay to

guarantee a total delay bound is given to the network designer. He now has the
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choice of how to break the access delay over the work and work transfer delays.

Increasing the work transfer delay has the e�ect of decreasing the amount of work

delay available and thus increasing RPP. Decreasing the work transfer delay has the

opposite e�ect. Therefore the network designer will try to minimize the work transfer

delay and maximize the work delay. In a cell architecture we do just that by setting

the access delay to be the time that it takes to send a cell. However, also in a cell

architecture, every cell is processed. Which means that we have only enough time to

process based on the cell size. This means that:

RPP =
proc: instructions

work delay
=

(link bandwidth)(proc: instructions)

cell size
(2.6)

This is a problem since if we increase the link bandwidth then the RPP increases.

We would prefer to keep it constant.

The packet architecture has the opposite problem. The RPP is much lower,

since our work delay can be as large as the average size of packets going through

the link. However, our work transfer delay varies depending on the packet size. As

stated above we must then decide on packet sizes to control the work transfer delay.

This works nicely until we start to upgrade links which must support the smaller

packets for other slower links in the network. RPP will not remain constant due to

the support the smaller packets. Since:

RPP =
proc: instructions

work delay
=

(link bandwidth)(proc: instructions)

average packet size
(2.7)

The average packet size will remain fairly constant until most of the links have been

upgraded. So at least initially for the faster links, the work delay will decrease and

consequently the RPP will increase.

It is clear that if the work transfer delay is decreased, then the work delay can

be increased without loss in performance. Increasing the work delay lowers the RPP.

However, in both the cell and packet architectures minimizing work transfer delay

results in a binding (either forced or by upgrade) between the work delay and the

end-to-end unit of transfer. If there is a mechanism which breaks the binding then a
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solution exists that could keep RPP minimized and at the same time control access

delay. Such a mechanism exists and is called Preemption.

Preemption is the capability to stop transferring some piece of data and start

transferring an unrelated piece of data. Preemption in our case will be assumed to

be an instantaneous event. With preemption we break the relationship between work

delay and the end-to-end unit of transfer. Now both can be used to minimize the RPP

of the switch. The expectation is that by using preemption the RPP will be lower than

either of the two traditional architectures. Also by using preemption, the bandwidth

of the links can change without drastically changing the network architecture. We

will see why after we de�ne end-to-end and local units of transfer.

2.3.1 Network Data Unit

When creating a preemptive architecture the �rst realization is that the de�nitions

for packet and cell do no �t as a basis for the unit of transfer. The primary di�erence

is that the size of the local unit of transfer is not dependent on the end-to-end unit of

transfer, but rather on the state of the port locally. This is due to preemption where

a port can choose to break a end-to-end transfer unit into two or more local transfer

units of any size at any time. A packet network does not have this capability and a

cell network �xes the breaking point. We call the new local transfer unit a Network

Data Unit(NDU). An NDU is the localized unit of transfer which represents part of

an end-to-end unit of transfer. A set of NDUs are combined to form the end-to-end

unit. An NDU can be of any size to represent part of, or the whole end-to-end unit.

An NDU is used to transfer data locally on a link. Another transfer unit is

needed to give us an end-to-end property as well as a method of combining NDUs

locally in switches. This transfer unit is built out of one or more NDUs. We call this

transfer unit an Application Data Unit(ADU).
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2.3.2 Application Data Units

An ADU is de�ned in [3] as a \suitable aggregate of data from an application for which

frame boundaries are preserved by the lower levels of the network." For our purposes

we de�ne it as the data supplied to the network by some source for transmission

and is expected as the same unit by some sink. While in the network, the ADU

is represented by one or more NDUs on each link it traverses. The NDU sizes can

vary from link transfer to link transfer. At the switch, each NDU is broken into its

data from the ADU and its control information. The data is then recombined with

any ADU data previously received from other NDUs. The control is used to identify

the NDU as the beginning of a new ADU or a portion of an ADU already partly

sent. For the ADU to be transmitted on the next link as an NDU, the ADU need

not be completely present. Only a portion of the ADU needs to be present to be

sent forward. Reassembly of the NDUs into an ADU can occur either at the sink, or

the last switch depending on the implementation. An example follows which shows

a short traversal of the network.

Figure 2-2, gives us an example to show how ADUs are broken and recombined.

At the edge of the network, the ADU is created which is then sent to switch 1 as a

complete NDU a. From switch one to switch two, the ADU gets broken into three

separate NDUs (b, c, and d) which are transmitted separately. This is due to higher

priority tra�c preempting our data. From switch two to switch three two NDUs are

needed to transmit the data (e and f). We note that f is the same size as d and

contains the same data. However, we give it a new label since the NDU was recreated

at the output link of switch two. Finally, the NDUs are received, recombined, and

fragmented for transmission as two new NDUs (g and h).
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Figure 2-2: Equivalence of NDUs to ADU

2.3.3 How Preemption Helps

RPP will be lower for preemption because of the encouragement to dump large ADUs

onto the network. Excluding reliability issues, dumping a large ADU on the network

is preferred by both the host and network in a preemptive system. If for some reason

the ADU is too large to be transferred in one unit then it can be broken into two or

more NDUs. This provides a convenient mechanism to let real-time tra�c constraints

be met by an intermix of NDUs of real-time and data tra�c. The user would rather

process information in bulk since it requires less overhead at hosts with minimal loss

of control in the network.

As bandwidth increases, if the NDU's time to send is constant then the size in

bytes increases. Until the NDU size is as large as the ADU it represents, there is no

change in access delay. When NDUs reach ADU sizes then access delay will begin to

decrease and thus RPP will increase in proportion. However, in a real-time network,

with video tra�c, running out of bytes to send is not likely to happen. At this point,
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an ADU is just like a packet. Thus RPP will be as low as possible.

2.3.4 Cut Through

One of the problems that would exist in a naive preemptive architecture is reassembly

of NDUs into ADUs at each switch. While Figure 2-2 shows how each ADU is

broken into NDUs on a link by link basis, we wouldn't expect the complete ADU

to be reassembled. For each switch to have complete reassembly be required would

mean an added transmission delay at each switch. This is since complete reassembly

requires that the complete ADU be received before transmission begins. As ADU

sizes increase, the complete reassembly and transmission times increase as well. To

solve this problem the preemptive architecture uses Cut Through.

Cut through is the capability to start sending data as soon as it has been

received. We do not have to receive the complete ADU before we start sending it,

rather we must only have the header to identify, process, and schedule the ADU. As

NDUs are received they are recombined with any remaining pieces of an ADU to be

sent and then sent as a larger NDU. Using cut through gives a pipelining mechanism

seen in small packets and cells. It is the large transfer unit's answer to small transfer

unit's store and forward.
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Chapter 3

Implementation of Preemption

3.1 Host Link Model

The source of any data sent to a network must �rst go through a host to reach a

switch. The host contains a connecting link to a switch. The host is responsible for

a) generating ADUs from data received from applications, b) sending NDUs from

host to switch, and c) receiving NDUs from a switch and reassembling into an ADU.

The reassembly could be waived for applications that are stream oriented or are not

concerned with ADU boundaries.

The implementation of such a device physically is in the form of a link card

in the host computer. For our purposes in modeling we use the block diagram in

Figure 3-1. There are �ve modules to the link card. They are the main bus, send and

receive memory, processor, sending line, and receiving line. The main bus acts as an

interface to the rest of the host. The memory is used to store ADUs for transfer and

NDUs that are received for reassembly. The processor is used to control the ow of

outgoing NDUs and reassembly of incoming NDUs. The receive and send lines are

the circuitry to receive and send NDUs onto the network.
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Figure 3-1: Block Diagram of Host Link Card

A number of implementations could result even from this block diagram. There

are a hundred engineering decisions to be made such as whether the memory for

sending and receiving should be shared, is the processor in reality the main processor

for the host or an embedded controller, etc. However, our primary interest is in the

algorithms used to send and receive NDUs. Many could be studied, but only one is

tried since we are more interested in studying the dynamics of the switch architecture.

The congestion control algorithm chosen is a simple one since it is not the

primary interest of this work. It is a basic priority scheme where each ADU is assigned

a priority before entering the network and maintains the same priority throughout

its transfer. ADUs are sent from highest priority to lowest priority. If two or more

ADUs with the same priority contend for the link, then they are handled in a �rst

come �rst serve manner. When an ADU A arrives having a higher priority than the

ADU B currently being sent then ADU A preempts ADU B and breaks ADU B into

two NDUs. Then ADU A is sent. Upon completion, the rest of ADU B is transmitted.

ADUs are only broken into two or more NDUs when preemption occurs. A

list is kept of the remaining ADU data to be sent and the order for it to be sent. The

processor is responsible for maintaining the list, setting up NDU headers, and choosing

which ADU to drop if the memory bu�er is to overow. The last responsibility will

not be examined at all in this work. Rather we assume that bu�ers are in�nite, so

there is no checking for memory overow.
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As the NDUs are received, they are combined to form the ADU. Once the

complete ADU has been received it is transmitted from the hostlink card to the main

computer. We are assuming for this work that there is enough bu�er capacity to hold

all the NDUs received before a complete ADU has arrived.

3.2 Switch Architecture

We now look at a preemptive switch architecture. By preemptive we mean that a

switch can a) generate NDUs which may be preempted in the middle of transmission

at its output ports, and b) handle preempted NDUs at its input ports. The internal

switching and blocking of the switch will a�ect its performance, but for this exercise

we will assume that it is ideal. Instead, we examine how the switch performs given a

�xed time to process each ADU.We will �rst examine and improve a simple algorithm

for processing of ADUs by the switch. This algorithm will then be used in the on going

research to see what performance gains can be made from the preemptive system.

As NDUs are received by the switch, we must break the NDU into a payload

and a header (or control). Once we break the NDU into the two separate pieces,

the payload can be recombined with ADU data still in the switch. The header and

some switch state are used to decide if any changes need to be made to the output

scheduling. We call the operation of breaking the NDU destruction. The destructor

is shown in Figure 3-2 along with the rest of a block diagram of the architecture.
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Figure 3-2: Switch Architecture

The ADU data is sent to the ADU data store by the destructor. The destructor

then sends a request for processing of the ADU. There are two parts to processing

an ADU by a switch. The �rst is the receiving, identi�cation, and prioritization of

data. The second is the scheduling of the data for transmission. We will call the �rst

action the Handling of the data and the second action the Scheduling of the data.

For this work we will assume these actions take roughly equal time to execute. Given

the two processing actions we can create an algorithm to decide when and how to

handle and schedule ADUs. The handling and scheduling operations are requested

by the destructor and executed by the processor complex. The handling operation

generates a scheduling request and the scheduling operation generates a schedule.

For a priority system, the simplest case is to have each NDU handled and

scheduled immediately as it is received. The handler looks at the NDU and identi�es

its ADU priority and destination port. The scheduler then uses this information to

create a schedule of the order of ADUs to be sent out a particular port. This algorithm

requires that each NDU header be handled and scheduled once when executing. This
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can be improved in two ways. First we can reduce the number of handled NDU

headers by caching. Second, we can reduce the number of schedule operations by

having NDU data be recombined and inheriting the old ADU data's schedule.

To reduce the amount of handling going on in a switch we have to have some

way to identify NDUs whose ADU is cached. So for a given ADU only one handling

need occur. The �rst NDU initiates the handling and then each NDU after that

belonging to the same ADU initiates a scheduling which uses cached information

about the ADU. The destructor performs the caching and does not send the header

to be handled if the ADU information is cached.

To reduce the amount of scheduling is slightly more di�cult. Scheduling has

to occur only when the destination port of an ADU does not include the ADU in its

schedule. This is true when there is no data of an ADU in the switch. This occurs in

two di�erent situations. First, it occurs when the �rst NDU for an ADU arrives at

the switch. Second, it occurs when an NDU arrives and all previous data received for

that ADU has been transmitted to the next switch or destination. However, if ADU

data exists in the switch then the two data segments may be combined. Once the two

segments are combined, the data can then be transferred as one or more NDUs on the

next transmission link. The destructor is again the hardware piece which identi�es

if the ADU data can be combined or must be scheduled. If it can be combined then

the destructor does not generate any request. If it can not be combined, then the

destructor generates a scheduling request.

Once a scheduling request is made, a list is generated by the scheduling algo-

rithm of how ADUs should be transmitted. This list is then given to the constructor

block of the switch located at the output transmission port. The constructor uses

the list to construct NDUs which are transmitted on the link. The header may be a

copy of an old NDU header that is passed on from the destructor in some fashion, or

a new header to be sent with the NDU payload. From the input/output perspective,

the switch processes NDUs, but internally it handles and schedules ADUs.
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3.3 Simple Switch Processing Power Analysis

3.3.1 Complexity Module Analysis

A valid question to raise at this point is the issue of complexity of each module of the

switch architecture. If the complexity outweighs the gain in SPP then the architecture

will be no better than standard architectures proposed in the past. In particular we

are concerned with showing the simplicity of the destructor and constructor. The

processor complex is the switch processing power since it is an array of processors.

The ADU data store has two functions: 1) storage of blocked ADUs and 2)switching

the ADUs for transmission. The expected complexity for the memory and switching

fabric is similar to those presented in [5], [7], and [11] since that is their primary

function. Thus we should examine the destructor and constructor more closely to

understand their complexities.

As was shown in the previous section the destructor has three functions to

perform, A) identify an NDU with an ADU, B) strip data and store it away in the

ADU store, and C) generate any handling and scheduling requests. To identify an

NDU with its ADU is a straightforward procedure. Each NDU has an ADU ID in

its header and we look up in a table the information on the ADU. Included in each

table entry is ADU's status, ADU's data left to send, and if ADU has an outstanding

request. The bu�er for the table is small since the number of outstanding ADUs at

any one time can be limited. As part of the ADU's status we know whether the ADU

is new or not. If after looking up we �nd that the NDU just received is the �rst

NDU of a new ADU then we can generate a request for handling. Requests are in

the form of the NDU header of information along with the ADU table data. This

functionality covers A and B above. To cover C, we look at the status, the left to

send, and the outstanding request information in the table. If the we have data that

hasn't been transmitted yet for that ADU then the new NDU data is stored with the

old ADU data. Otherwise, a scheduling request is made. As can be seen all three
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functionalities can be taken care of by a state machine along with some memory for

table space. The amount of processing done by the destructor is negligible compared

to the processing done in the processor complex.

The constructor is even simpler than the destructor. It simply takes a schedule

list of the ADUs and their corresponding NDUs to send them. Each entry in the

schedule list contains the ADU to send, the NDU header, and the size of the NDU

to send. The constructor requests data from the data store and then sends the

data in the NDU to the next switch/host. The header is appended to the data for

identi�cation at the next switch. Upon completion or partial completion of sending

an ADU, the constructor informs the data store, the processor complex, and the

destructor of the amount of data sent for an ADU. Preemption occurs when a new

schedule is generated and the head of the schedule di�ers from the ADU currently

being sent. The constructor like the destructor can be done with a simple state

machine and enough memory to store the schedule list.

3.3.2 Base and Upgrade Analysis

Given that we can build a switch that has the preemption capability, what kind of

performance can we expect from the network? This is the question we choose to ask in

this research. We are interested in seeing how little processing power is needed while

keeping the performance of the system acceptable. Below is a brief argument as to

how the preemptive architecture will perform better than the two other architectures

described above. The objective of this report is to back up these arguments with

concrete simulation data and models of how the systems perform.

To keep the total delay acceptable, we must gauge what access delay is ac-

ceptable to the system. In a preemptive architecture such as ours, we see that the

access delay could be zero, or instantaneous access. The only factor in access delay

would be due to queueing of requests, and work delays for scheduling and handling by

the shared processor(s) in the switch. If we can guarantee that the size of queueing
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requests will not go above a certain point then we can guarantee an access delay

bound. This then guarantees a delay bound of the di�erent services of the network.

The switch architecture proposed tries to minimize SPP in two ways. It �rst

uses preemption to minimize RPP. Then it shares the SPP among all the ports.

This makes equation 2.2 valid. The sharing is done by queueing the requests to the

processor complex. Thus we can take advantage of the fact that RPP varies over time

and the summation across several ports will be less than giving each port a processor

that can handle the maximum RPP.

The algorithm speci�ed also tries to send NDUs that are as large as possible.

Only when a higher priority ADU arrives that must be sent down the same link will

an NDU be preempted. This fragments the preempted ADU into two or more NDUs.

Given that NDUs will be larger than either cells or packets the required processing

power by the system should be at or below the level of the other two architectures

and thus SPP is lower as well. When new ports are added to a switch, the increase

in switch processing power will be linear. This is because the size of input NDUs do

not change with port increases. We show an example of the switch processing power

vs. port size with a preemptive system in Figure 3-3.

Preemption

Power

Required

Packet

Number Of Ports

CellProcessing 

Figure 3-3: Comparison of Required Processing Power of Preemptive System

When we increase link bandwidth, the e�ects are much more startling. As
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explained above, access latency plays a part in the delay of an ADU being transmitted.

If access latency decreases, then the work delay decreases. As bandwidth increases,

the access latency can remain constant and the delay will either remain constant or

decrease. If we keep the access latency constant, then an NDU will be larger since

more data is pumped through in the constant time. Therefore, as link bandwidth

increases, the NDUs increase in size and the required processing power stays constant.

This stops occurring when an NDU reaches the size of the ADU it represents. Then

more processing power is required at a linear growth rate which is changing as more

NDUs become the size of ADUs. It is important to note that the required processing

power will never exceed the packet requirement. This is shown in Figure 3-4. The

amount of bandwidth that can be added before the processing power starts its linear

growth is not clear. It is largely dependent on the NDU and ADU sizes which are

in turn dependent on the tra�c requirements and characteristics. The expectation is

that in a well designed system, the amount of bandwidth that can be added should be

at least an order of magnitude. If we still wish for static processing power requirements

after the NDU size has reached the size of the ADU then it may be necessary to change

the scheme so that an NDU contains more than one ADU. This however has many

implications which are beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 3-4: Comparison of Required Processing Power of Preemptive System
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We expect to see a delay histogram for the network that is as good as the cell

and packet architectures while reducing the cost of the required processing power in

the switch. The objective is to see if we can get order of magnitude di�erence in

switch processing power from lowering the required processing power and sharing the

switch processing power among all the ports. We now talk about some problems with

the current argument.

3.3.3 The Fragmentation Problem

When the average NDU size is decreased, the number of NDUs needed to represent

an ADU increases. This is currently the primary concern in building a preemptive

system. One problem is that an ADU could get fragmented many times in being

sent through switches. As the NDUs get smaller and smaller, the required processing

power of the switch increases since there are more NDUs to process. Queueing of

requests for processing could occur causing degradation in the access delay of the

switch. If fragmentation is not controlled then the latency can not be bounded and

the delay of the system will be high, and thus unacceptable. Also, the amount of

bandwidth used for the data transfer decreases since a header is needed for each

NDU. It is believed however that the data transfer bandwidth is not greatly a�ected

since the header required on each NDU is small.

Can we characterize the amount of fragmentation that will occur in a switch?

How will an increase in fragmentation at the input of switch a�ect the fragmentation

at the output of the switch. Is there some way to bound how bad the fragmentation

gets so that the output of the switch is guaranteed to have fragments of only a certain

size or larger? Does the switch need to be designed for the worst case processing re-

quirements or can it be architected such that as the input fragmentation gets worse,

the output fragmentation makes up for it? Can we characterize this input fragmen-

tation to output fragmentation? These are some of the questions this report will try

to answer about fragmentation.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Experiments

This chapter presents two separate results from the simulation experiments per-

formed. The �rst is a comparison of the RPP of a preemptive switch vs. a cell

based switch. Three topologies were run for comparison of the two architectures.

The second is an interesting result found while simulating. The result is the e�ect

the ADU priority can have on the RPP. Both results are signi�cant in presenting the

viability of an implementation of the architecture presented in Chapters 2 and 3.

4.1 Modeling

4.1.1 Topology

Our basic topology is shown in 4-1. We note that we have three switches in succession

with data being transferred in one direction. Each source contributes an equal amount

of tra�c. As each source contributes an amount, the link load grows. Therefore, the

link load between switch one and two is less than the link load between two and

three. Switch three will be loaded the heaviest with respect to ADU processing and

link tra�c. It is expected that most queueing will occur here. The basic goal of

simulations with this topology is to establish a framework to examine the e�ects of

lowering the SPP.
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Figure 4-1: Base Topology
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From the basic topology we add another set of sources to fully load each link

between switches. The extra loading is added and removed on a hop by hop basis.

This is shown in 4-2. Switch 2 is the heaviest loaded switch for this topology. It

processes six sources worth of tra�c. Switches 1 and 3 process four and �ve sources

worth of tra�c respectively. We expect to see source 4 have lower delays since it will

not be delayed through switch 2. The goal here is to examine how integrating tra�c

a�ects the switch's performance based on SPP.
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Figure 4-2: Fully Loaded Link Topology
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Finally, we examine a topology where we load the SPP heavily and the links

moderately. To do this type of loading, we insert heavily loaded links which do not

a�ect the base tra�c directly. Figure 4-3 helps to show how this is done. Sources 1, 2,

3, and 4 form the base tra�c. The rest of the source-sink pairs form the cross tra�c.

They a�ect the base tra�c by using SPP and thus loading the switches. Therefore we

expect to see degradation in performance even though we are not directly changing

the base source tra�c.
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Figure 4-3: Fully Loaded SPP Topology
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4.1.2 Source Tra�c Mix

Each source in the topology �gures actually represent a set of sources. For the simu-

lations run in this report two sets of source tra�c were chosen. The �rst used simple

poisson sources to generate tra�c. The second used the TCP bulk and VBR Video

sources. Each set of source tra�c is presented separately.

Poisson Sources

We break the poisson sources into three classes. The �rst class is large ADUs with

high priority which is called the \A" tra�c. These ADUs represent the real-time

tra�c for the network. The second class is large ADUs with low priority which is

called the \B" tra�c. These represent the bulk transfer ADUs which exist within

the network. They also can represent real-time tra�c being sent at lower priority. A

user may want to do this to reduce the cost of using the network while still getting

some type of service from the network. Finally, the third class are small ADUs which

is called the \Ack" tra�c. These represent the acknowledgments and any small data

users send back and forth. In table 4.1 important characteristics of each type of tra�c

is shown. Note that a 50 byte header is put on the front of each ADU for network use.

This is a guess as to the actual header size needed. Each source contains one-fourth

of the each tra�c class listed below (a, b, and ack).

Name Priority Data Size ADU Size ADUs/sec

A 1 26000 26050 313

B 10 26000 26050 313

Ack 10 50 100 4845

Table 4.1: Total Poisson Source Tra�c
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TCP Bulk and VBR Video Sources

In this source model, the tra�c is broken into two separate classes. The TCP bulk

sources are given a low priority. This is since the bulk transfers are generally not real-

time tra�c in networks. TCP sources also generate acknowledgment ADUs to verify

data sent to the sink. The acknowledgment ADUs ow from the sinks to the sources.

The priority of the acknowledgment ADUs is low. The VBR video sources are clearly

a real-time tra�c source. These sources received high priority in the network.

The TCP sources use a simple TCP model containing slow-start [6]. The

ADU size is 500 bytes. Ideally, the number of acknowledgment ADUs sent would be

one acknowledgment per round trip time. However, in this model an almost one to

one mapping occurred. Assuming that TCP sends at 50% utilization of a 155 Mbps

link, about 19000 TCP ADUs and slightly less than 19000 acknowledgment ADUs

are sent. These approximations were seen in the simulations run. Note that the

acknowledgment ADUs are processed by the same processor complex even though

they are being sent down a di�erent link.

To generate the VBR video source tra�c, [4] was used. The coding is of the

movie \Star Wars" and was nicknamed as such. A set of data �les representing the

ADU size for each frame in the picture were read and then sent through the network.

It was found through experimentation that 13 VBR sources generated approximately

40% utilization of a 155 Mbps link. These 13 sources were split equally across sources

1, 2, 3, and 4, with source 1 having four VBR sources instead of three. ADUs were

generated by each source at a rate of 24 per second. Table 4.2 shows a summary of

the total source tra�c.
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Name Priority Approx. Data Size ADU Size Approx. ADUs/sec

Star 1 26000 26050 312

TCP 10 500 550 19000

Ack. 10 50 100 19000

Table 4.2: Total TCP & VBR Source Tra�c

4.1.3 Switch and Host Architecture Modeling

The switch architecture presented in 3.2 was modeled as a switch with a single pro-

cessor in the processor complex. The parameters given to the switch were the link

bandwidth, propagation delay, handling delay, and scheduling delay. For all simula-

tions we set the link bandwidths to be 155 Mbps. Propagation delay was set at 100

microseconds for all simulations. Handling and scheduling delays were varied and

examined as part of the switch loading.

The primary objective in the simulations run below is to see how the perfor-

mance degrades based on lower SPP. As equation 2.2 shows, we want to keep the SPP

above the sum of RPPs for the links in the switch. Since we are using a preemptive

architecture we assume that no work transfer delay exists. From 2.4, we know that

the RPP is equal to the number of processing instructions over the work delay. We as-

sume that it takes around 400 instructions to do the processing necessary. Therefore,

the following equation represents the SPP of the switch:

SPP =
processing instructions

work delay
=

400

handling delay + scheduling delay
(4.1)

As the equation shows, larger handling and scheduling delays will result in lower SPP.

We will show our results in terms of the sum of the handling and scheduling delay.

This means that as we have increased the handling and scheduling delay we decrease

the SPP and performance of the switch will degrade. This is examined further in the

following sections.
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The host model follows the architecture presented in 3.1. Parameters are link

bandwidth, propagation delay, handling delay, and scheduling delay. They match the

switch parameters for each simulation run. Since the host model was not our primary

interest in research, we do not explore its properties unless they had some direct e�ect

on the switch results presented below.

4.1.4 Port Size and Link Speed Comparison

To examine the simulations and get an idea of how useful the switch architecture is

we must have some comparison benchmark. We use the cell architecture as a basis

for comparison. Given the cell architecture has a 53 byte cell length, 400 instructions

to process a cell, and a 155 Mbps link, we expect the switch processing power to be:

RPPcell =
Bandwidth

Bits per Cell

Instructions

Cell
= 155;000;000

53(8)
400 = 146 MIPS=Port

In the preemptive simulations, we calculate the RPP by taking the number of

instructions and dividing it by the summation of the handling and scheduling times

and then dividing by the number of loaded links the switch uses. We assume that the

number of instructions to process is around 400 and that the handling and scheduling

times are equal. Therefore, the equation simpli�es to:

RPPpreempt =
Instructions

Handling Time+Scheduling Time

n
=

400
2(Processing Time)

n
=

200
Processing Time

n
,

where Processing Time is the handling or scheduling time, which are equal, and n is

the number of loaded ports in the simulation.

The objective is to minimizeRPPpreempt. To minimizeRPPpreempt we �nd the

largest processing time that still gives us adequate performance for end-to-end delay

in a simulation. We know the number of loaded links since it is �xed for a given

simulation. Thus RPPpreempt is easily found and can be compared to RPPcell. An

example: assume that the end-to-end delay does not degrade in a simulation until
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the processing time is 40 microseconds. The heaviest loaded switch contains 1 fully

loaded link. Thus the RPPpreempt is:

RPPpreempt =
200 instructions
(40 uS)(1 ports)

= 5 MIPS=Port

Continuing the example, in comparison to RPPcell, we see that RPPpreempt is roughly

29 times smaller than RPPcell. Thus for every port supported in the cell architecture,

29 ports could be supported in the preemptive architecture.

This forms a nice comparison for the port size and shows the scalability of

the preemptive architecture with respect to the number of ports. Is the scalability

the same for the link speed? While di�erent link speeds were not examined in the

simulations, an argument can be made that a conservative estimate can be made

based on port size. If we know the number of ports than can be supported with a

given processing power, then we also know the total bandwidth that is supported

since the total bandwidth can be broken up among the ports in any uniform or non-

uniform manner. Both uniform and non-uniform divisions of bandwidth can be made

since the processor complex is shared among ports. In other words, the link speed of

each port does not have to be equal.

4.1.5 Graphing Terminology

For the presentation of the results of this report graphing was used. All graphs are

plots in time vs. time units. There are three types of graphs that are shown. They

are:

end-to-end delay Graph of the end-to-end delay of one or more source-sink pairs

which compare the end-to-end delay to the processing time of each switch in the

simulation.

access delay Graph of the access delay of each switch with respect to the processing

time of the switch.
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send-receive size Graph which presents the NDU size with respect to the processing

time of the switch.

In this case access delay is the time it takes to process an ADU for transmission. If

any queueing occurs before the processor complex then that is included in the access

delay. While NDU size is usually not thought of in seconds or microseconds, for these

simulations, simple conversions can be made by remembering that a 155 Mbps link

supplies 155 bytes of data in 8 microseconds.

Each plot in a graph has a label to associate with either a particular type of

tra�c or switch feature. The following table can be used as a reference to the labels'

meaning. Note that the xmeans that it represents a number which corresponds either

to a source-sink pair or a switch.

xa The source-sink pairs for high priority large ADUs better known as \A" tra�c.

Used in end-to-end delay graphs.

xb The source-sink pairs for low priority large ADUs better known as \B" tra�c.

Used in end-to-end delay graphs.

ackx The source-sink pairs for low priority small ADUs better known as \Ack" tra�c.

Used in end-to-end delay graphs.

starx The source-sink pairs for high priority \Star Wars" tra�c. Used in end-to-end

delay graphs.

acc-x The access delay of switch x. Used in access delay graphs.

rec-x The NDU receive size for switch x. Used in send-receive size graphs.

sent-x The NDU send size for switch x. Used in send-receive size graphs.

A connector(\-") is used when two sets of data points are combined. This is done for

the source-sink pairs 1 and 2 since they both go three hops to reach the sink.
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4.2 Poisson Comparison Simulations

4.2.1 Poisson Base Topology

End-to-End Delay

Figure 4-4 is the average end-to-end delay of all source-sink pairs for the base simu-

lation. As can be seen, the A tra�c takes initially around 2.2 milliseconds to reach

its sink. Of the time taken, 1.6 milliseconds can be attributed to transfer delay, and

another 0.2 milliseconds to propagation delay. Therefore, between handling, schedul-

ing, and queueing delays, another 0.4 milliseconds are used. Initially, the time is used

by the queueing delay. We note that as we increase the processing time, or decrease

the SPP, the end-to-end delay does not degrade in the average case until 68 microsec-

onds. After the 68 microsecond mark, we see a signi�cant decrease in the end-to-end

performance. However, this is not the whole story.
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Figure 4-4: Average End-to-End Delay of All Tra�c for Poisson Base Topology

While the average does not degrade until we increase the processing time to

68 microseconds, another characteristic must be investigated. Since we are trying to

guarantee service for the high priority tra�c, we must be able to bound the delay for

almost all the high priority tra�c. To do this, we examine the 99.9 percentile of the

end-to-end delays. This gives us a rough bound on most tra�c. Figure 4-5 shows

a blow-up of just the A tra�c for the simulation run. Just examining the A tra�c

for the �rst four points, we see that the 99.9 percentile increases dramatically after

the 46 microsecond processing time. This shows that having the processing time at

68 microseconds would be more than likely unacceptable. A better estimate is 46

microseconds.
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4a
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Figure 4-5: 99.9 Percentile End-to-End Delay of \A" Tra�c for Poisson Base Topology

The cause of the dramatic increase in the end-to-end delay is due to the pro-

cessing time increasing to overload switch 3 with ADUs to process. For this to be

true, queueing must occur before the processor complex. We can measure this queue-

ing by measuring the access delay. Figure 4-6 shows the average access delay for the

base topology simulation. As can be seen, switch 3 starts to be loaded when we are

at 68 microseconds processing time. This again is the average loading and Figure 4-7

shows the 99.9 percentile where the loading happens earlier at 46 microseconds as

expected.
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Figure 4-6: Average Access Delay of Switches for Poisson Base Topology
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Figure 4-7: 99.9 Percentile Access Delay of Switches for Poisson Base Topology

A processing time of 46 microseconds seems acceptable based on the �rst set

of simulations. Only one link was fully loaded on switch 3. Therefore, we calculate

the SPP for the preemptive switch to be:

RPPpreempt =
200
46

1
= 4:3MIPS=port

When comparing it to the RPPcell found above, we see that RPPpreempt is over 30

times smaller than RPPcell. Therefore, at least 30 ports could be supported with the

same processing power using the preemptive architecture that the cell architecture

uses for one port.
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NDU size

Examination of fragmentation of the ADUs into NDUs from input to output is done

via the send-receive size graphs. For the base topology simulation the results are

shown in Figure 4-8. Upon �rst examination the send and receive sizes appear to

uctuate heavily based on the processing time. However, upon closer examination

of the y-axis, we see that the uctuation is at most 6 microseconds. Even at 8

microseconds uctuation, we are only varying the size by 155 bytes. The size of each

NDU in the worst case is upwards of 2,900 bytes. This is roughly 55 times the size

of a cell. Thus for every NDU sent, an equivalent 55 cells would be sent in rapid

succession.

It is also interesting to note here that the sent size is only slightly smaller than

the received size at each switch. This is because very few ADUs need to be preempted

since the large ADUs have the highest priority and the small ADUs share the lowest

priority. Since there are few large ADUs, there are only a few chances for preemption

to occur. Thus, the size of the NDUs stays very close to the size of the ADUs.
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Figure 4-8: Average Send/Receive Size for Poisson Base Topology

4.2.2 Poisson Link Loaded Topology

The basic objective of these simulations is to understand how the average NDU size

changes based on a series of loaded links and what the end-to-end delay is when a

series of loaded links are traversed by an ADU. While the three switches each have a

link that is fully loaded, switch 2 requires the most processing power. This is since

we only add one hop tra�c to the base topology. Switch 2 must handle 1.5 fully

loaded links. Both of the other switches handle less. Therefore, we expect to see the

end-to-end delay of source-sink pair number 4 be lower than the other end-to-end

delays. This is because the source-sink pair never passes through switch 2 in sending

data. Further data below will support this claim.
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End to End Delay

We see from Figure 4-9 that the average end-to-end delay does not start to degrade

heavily until after the processing time is above 41 microseconds. The results of the

99.9 percentile were similar to the base topology in that the actual processing time

we should use is slightly smaller than 41 microseconds. Rather, the processing time

to not degrade at the 99.9 percentile should be at 28 microseconds. Looking at the

�gure we note that the end-to-end delay of source-sink pairs of 4 do not degrade at

the same rate as the other tra�c source-sink pairs. This is in support that switch 2 is

the heavily loaded switch. The source-sink pair 4 tra�c does not go through switch

2 and thus is not a�ected by the heavily loaded switch. Further support for this is

shown in Figure 4-10 where as processing time increases the average access delay of

switch 2 dominates the access delay of the other two switches.
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Figure 4-9: Average End-to-End Delay for Poisson Link Loaded Topology
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Figure 4-10: Average Access Delay for Poisson Link Loaded Topology

A processing time of 28 microseconds seems acceptable based on the 99.9

percentile readings not shown. Only 1.5 fully loaded links were used in switch 2.

Therefore, we calculate the RPP for the preemptive switch to be:

RPPpreempt =
200
28

1:5
= 4:8MIPS=port

When comparing it to the RPPcell found above, we see that RPPpreempt is over 30

times smaller than RPPcell. Therefore, at least 30 ports could be supported with the

same processing power using the preemptive architecture that the cell architecture

uses for one port.
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NDU Size

The send-receive size graph shown in Figure 4-11 shows the variation in NDU size

over the three switches. An interesting result is that the size actually does not change

all that much from the input of the switch to the output of the switch. The amount

of change is at most on the order of 10 microseconds. Even at with a conservative

estimate as this, we are talking about only 100 bytes which in comparison to the

2,900 byte average NDU is small. The explanation for the large NDU size is that

very few ADUs must be getting preempted. This actually makes sense since the

number of preempting ADUs is on the order of a few hundred given the tra�c mix

table above. Again, in comparison, we need 55 cells to support the average NDU size

for transmission in a cell architecture.

158.000 us

156.000 us

154.000 us

152.000 us

150.000 us
 60.000 us 50.000 us 40.000 us 30.000 us 20.000 us 10.000 us

sent-3
rec-3
sent-2
rec-2

sent-1

rec-1

Figure 4-11: Average Send/Receive Size for Poisson Link Loaded Topology
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4.2.3 Poisson Processor Loaded Topology

For these set of runs switch 3 is the heaviest loaded switch. It controls three fully

loaded links. We want to see how the sharing of the processor complex can a�ect

the scalability of the switch architecture. Thus, we are curious to know if there were

any unseen e�ects in combining many ports together in sharing the processing power.

From these results we can get an even better feel for the capability of the switch

architecture.

End-to-End Delay

Figure 4-12 shows the end-to-end delays. As can be seen, the delay is roughly around

the same as the end-to-end delay of the base case simulations above. The 99.9 per-

centile graph has the same characteristic as the other 99.9 end-to-end delay graphs. It

provides that the degradation actually happens before 23 microseconds. The previous

processing time is 16 microseconds. We use 16 microseconds as an acceptable time

for conservative estimates of RPP.
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Figure 4-12: Average End-to-End Delay for Poisson Processor Loaded Topology

Using the 16 microseconds processing time and the fact that switch 3 is loaded

by three links, we compare the RPPcell and RPPpreempt. RPPpreempt is again found

to be over the 30 times smaller than RPPcell. Once again, at least 30 ports could

be supported with the same processing power using the preemptive architecture that

the cell architecture uses for one port.

NDU Size

The NDU size for these loaded processor topology had the same characteristics as the

other two simulations.
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4.3 Poisson Priority Simulations

While working on the simulations for the above source tra�c an interesting result

was found. We start by noting the bandwidth and ADU percentages of each tra�c

source (Table 4.3). As can be seen, the A and B tra�c combined take up a large

percentage of the bandwidth. While, on the other hand, the Ack tra�c takes up a

large ADU percentage. Since the small ADUs take a large percentage of the ADU

Name Priority Bandwidth % ADU %

A 1 48.6 5.7

B 10 48.6 5.7

Ack 10 2.8 88.6

Table 4.3: Percentages for Total Poisson Source Tra�c

tra�c, it is the primary load on the processing power. The Large ADUs take very

little processing power since there are so few of them. We use the term bimodal to

represent the property that large ADUs dominate one mode of characterization and

small ADUs dominate the other mode of characterization.

If we set the small ADU priority to be low then the small ADUs will queue

behind the higher priority ADU and \compress". Figure 4-13 shows this phenomenon

when the small ADU priority is low. By compress we mean to say that the small ADUs

will bundle together and blast the link at once. This is similar to the e�ect seen with

TCP and ACK-compression in [12]. At the next switch, the compression causes an

overload in the amount of ADUs to be processed in a short interval of time. Thus,

the required processing power increases for a brief period of time when the burst of

small ADUs arrives.
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Large ADU Small ADUs

Time

Figure 4-13: Low Priority Small ADU Phenomenon

This burst causes queueing before the processor complex. The queueing in-

creases the delay of all ADUs arriving at the switch during a burst, since all ADUs

are processed through the same complex. So, the burstiness of the ADUs arriving

is a consideration and problem for the priority system and tra�c mix. To alleviate

this problem we can change the priority of the small ADUs to be higher than the

large ADUs. This will spread the ADUs to process over a longer period of time, thus

decreasing the amount of queuing before the processor complex and decreasing the

delay seen by each ADU at the switch.

Changing priority of Acks does not only a�ect the access delay, but it also

slightly increases the queueing delay for some types of tra�c. Since we are increasing

the priority of the Acks, the end-to-end delays for tra�c whose priority is lower than

the Acks, but was higher before the change in priority of the Acks will increase. For

example when Acks were moved from a priority of 10 to 5, the B tra�c su�ers since it

must now queue behind the Ack tra�c. This loss in performance is very small since

the percentage of bandwidth tra�c the Acks use is also very small.

For purposes of support in this theory three priorities were tried. The �rst was

with Acks having highest priority, ie. equal to 0. This means that real-time tra�c

is preempted by the Ack tra�c. The second was having Ack tra�c be at a priority

between the high and low priorities of the large ADUs, equal to 5. This causes

compression behind only the high priority ADUs. Lastly, having the ack priority

equal to the low priority ADUs was retrieved from the previous simulations, equal

to 10. This represents what it would be if typical TCP tra�c were what we are
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modeling. The expected result is to see the �rst case have the best performance since

the required processing power will be lower.

4.3.1 Added Graph Terminology

There is one new type of graph used to compare the three di�erent levels of priority

of the Ack tra�c. This graph is called the priority comparison graph. It compares

either the end-to-end delay of some particular source-sink pair, or the access delay

of a particular switch. Three lines exist in the graph. The line labeled \Low" is the

graph line for the simulation where Ack tra�c was of priority 10. The line labeled

\Mid" is the graph line for the simulation where Ack tra�c was of priority 5. The

line labeled \High" is the graph line for the simulation where Ack tra�c was priority

0. This graph is used to display the advantage of increasing the priority of the Ack

tra�c.

4.3.2 Poisson Priority Base Topology

End-to-End Delay

Figure 4-14 shows an example of the results gotten from simulation for the three

di�erent levels of priority of Ack tra�c. In this case we are examining the average

end-to-end delay of high priority tra�c of the source-sink pairs 1a-2a. As can be seen,

this graph supports the theory of overloading. In all cases, the other source-sink pairs

had the same characteristic curve set. We note that the crossover doesn't happen until

after the switch has be overloaded heavily (68 microseconds). The amount of delay

saved in the overloaded case is around 2 milliseconds. However, at that point the

delay for almost all ADUs is unacceptable anyway.
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Figure 4-14: Priority Comparison of Average End-to-End Delay (1a-2a) for Poisson

Base Topology

If the average curves don't appear as encouraging to support the high priority

idea, then perhaps the 99.9 percentile curves will be more encouraging. However, in

the base case it was found not to be true. The graph in Figure 4-15 shows the small

di�erence in the end-to-end delays of the three curves. Again all the source-sink pairs

followed this form. Both of these graphs support the argument that increasing the

Ack tra�c priority does help, but that it doesn't help as signi�cantly as was hoped.
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Figure 4-15: Priority Comparison of 99.9 Percentile End-to-End Delay (3a) for Pois-

son Base Topology

While this is a discouraging result, some care must be taken in interpreting

the importance. The property seems to hold and is useful in the extreme case. If we

are planning to minimize the SPP, we may �nd this feature useful when many links

are loading the processor complex. We will again do a comparison in the processor

loading case. The results there may show that the change in priority helps even more.

NDU Size

Taking the small ADUs and increasing the priority to be between the high and low

priorities should have the expected e�ect of decreasing the size of the NDUs being

sent. Since the small ADUs now have a higher priority than the low priority large

ADUs, we expect to see the low priority ADUs getting preempted by the small ADUs.
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This causes the low priority ADUs to be broken into two or more NDUs which causes

the average NDU size to go down. The expected result is to see the receive NDU size

be somewhat larger than the send NDU size. This can be seen in Figure 4-16. We

lose about 20-30 microseconds in length on the size of the NDU being sent out. We

attribute this to the preemption. Still, NDU size is not a concern since the average

size out of switch 3 is just over 1900 bytes or 36 cells.
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Figure 4-16: Average Send/Receive Size of Mid. Priority Ack Tra�c for Poisson Base

Topology

If increasing the priority from low to middle decreased the average NDU size,

then increasing the priority from middle to high will decrease it again. We show this

in Figure 4-17. The average NDU output size for all three switches has dropped at

least 20 microseconds from increasing the priority from middle to high. Also, we
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see a 40 microsecond drop with respect to the input NDU size of switch 1 to its

output size. Again, preemption is the primary culprit. Even though the sizes have

dropped, the NDU size is still huge in comparison to the cell size. At approximately

80 microseconds in length, the average size of the NDU coming out of switch 3 is 29

cells. Furthermore, little change seems to occur in the sizes based on the processing

power of the switch.
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Figure 4-17: Average Send/Receive Size of High Priority Ack Tra�c for Poisson Base

Topology

As the graphs 4-8, 4-16, and 4-17 show, the average NDU size decreases as

the priority of the ack ADUs goes higher. This is because the Ack ADUs preempt

more ADUs as their priority is increased. The links between switch 1 and switch 2

and between switch 2 and switch 3 are not completely loaded. Loading those links to
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capacity, should have a dramatic e�ect on the average NDU size since more ack ADUs

can preempt at each switch. We explore this possibility in the following section.

4.3.3 Poisson Priority Link Loaded Topology

End-to-End Delay

Since switch 2 is handling more than one fully loaded link, an expectation is to see

some advantage gained by making the Ack ADUs have higher priority. The results

show support for this beyond the original expectation. Figure 4-18 shows, the end-

to-end delay with Ack tra�c at high priority. Comparing this graph to Figure 4-4 we

see that the delays are lower even at the overloaded point 55 microseconds.
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Figure 4-18: Average End-to-End Delay with High Priority Ack Tra�c for Poisson

Link Loaded Topology
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To further support the compression idea, we examine the access delays for

switch 2 for the three di�erent Ack priorities. This is shown in Figure 4-19. As can

be seen, the high priority simulation has a lower access delay as Processing Time is

increased. The improved access delay is caused by switch one sending a mix with

the Ack ADUs spread out. Ack compression doesn't exist for the higher priorities

since Ack ADUs do not queue behind the large ADUs. This can also be seen by

doing end-to-end delay comparisons for each source-sink pair. In all cases, the trend

was the same as the trend seen in the base simulations for Figure 4-15. This result

strongly suggests that the sharing of the processor complex may become important

with relation to priority of ADUs.
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Figure 4-19: Priority Comparison of Average Acc. Delay (Switch 2) for Poisson Link

Loaded Topology
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NDU Size

It was expected that the NDU size would be signi�cantly smaller for the simulations

with heavy link loading. The smallest average size NDU was found when the the

ack ADUs had the highest priority. However, as Figure 4-20 shows, the output size

seems to be fairly regular and not dependent on the output link. If such a property

holds, then the amount of fragmentation an ADU goes through in the network would

be more dependent on the other tra�c in its path than the actual path length. This

also implies that fragmentation could be controlled by controlling the reservation of

tra�c in the network.
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Figure 4-20: Average Send/Receive Size of High Priority Ack Tra�c for Poisson Link

Loaded Topology
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4.3.4 Poisson Priority Processor Loaded Topology

Changing the priority of the acks has an even greater e�ect with cross tra�c than in

either of the cases above. Figure 4-21 shows a typical end-to-end curve comparison.

All the other curves �t this form. The delay increase is much more dramatic since

the compression is three times as bad. As each loaded cross tra�c link is added, the

e�ect of priority will be even greater. Thus keeping the ADUs to process spread out

will keep the switch from queueing requests at the processor complex.
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Figure 4-21: Priority Comparison of Average End-to-End Delay (1a-2a) for Poisson

Processor Loaded Topology

The importance of compression can also been seen in the access delay. Another

comparison with the various priorities is shown in Figure 4-22. We use the average

access delay from switch 3 as an example. Since there is no link queueing associated
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with access delay. The low priority delay is immediately greater than the high priority

delay.
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Figure 4-22: Priority Comparison of Average Acc. Delay (Switch 3) for Poisson

Processor Loaded Topology

Finally, the property holds also when the we are examining the 99.9 percentile

of data. We see in Figure 4-23 that the delays are increasing, with the lowest priority

ack simulation having the fastest increase. However, this only occurs just when we

are starting to push the limit of the processing power. The expectation is that most

switches would be designed to be backed o� from this point in which case any of the

priority schemes could be used. This is discussed further in the conclusion of this

work.
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Figure 4-23: Priority Comparison of Average End-to-End Delay (1a-2a) for Poisson

Processor Loaded Topology
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NDU size

The expectation was that the NDU sizes would still be reasonably large for the pro-

cessor loaded case. However, when comparing the send and receive NDU sizes for

high priority acks as in Figure 4-24, the output NDU sizes did not come out as high

as expected. The sizes are still slightly larger than the link loaded case, but they are

in the 80 to 95 microsecond range. This in the worst case is a byte size NDU of 1500

bytes or about 30 cells. It should be noted that while this is a large size, it is only

about half the expected average size if no ADUs are broken.
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Figure 4-24: Average Send/Receive Size of High Priority Ack Tra�c for Poisson

Processor Loaded Topology
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4.4 TCP Bulk and VBR Video Sources

The results of the TCP bulk and VBR video source simulations closely followed the

results of the poisson source simulations. The primary di�erence between the two

sets of simulations was the number of ADUs being processed and the average ADU

size being processed. The access delay trends were identical. Therefore, the access

delay plots for each of the TCP simulations were omitted.

4.4.1 TCP Base Topology

End-to-End Delay

Figure 4-25 shows the end-to-end delay of the VBR source-sink pairs for the basic

topology. Since bulk transfer has less constraints on the end-to-end delay, the end-

to-end delays of the TCP bulk sources was not shown. The throughput of the bulk

transfers was examined. In all cases, the throughput was such that the tra�c being

o�ered to the network was somewhere between 80 and 90 percent utilization for loaded

links. We are more interested in how the real-time delays are a�ected by the changes

in processing power.

As can be seen, the delay increases much more quickly than in the poisson

simulations. This can be mainly attributed to the fact that 40,000 ADUs are be-

ing processed a second as opposed to 5,000 in the poisson case. Depending on the

constraints of the network, it may be acceptable to have processing time at either 9

microseconds or 16 microseconds. The 99.9 percentile plot didn't show any signi�cant

di�erence between the two processing times. Therefore, we choose the better of the

two delays and used 16 microseconds as being acceptable.

At 16 microseconds and only one link fully loaded (at switch 3), we calculate

the RPP to be:

RPPpreempt =
200
16

1
= 12:5MIPS=port
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When comparing it to the RPPcell above, we see that RPPpreempt is over 10 times

smaller than RPPcell. So at least 10 ports or an order of magnitude could be supported

with the same processing power using the preemptive architecture.
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Figure 4-25: Average End-to-End Delay of VBR Tra�c for TCP Base Topology

NDU size

The send-receive plot shown in Figure 4-26 shows an interesting e�ect of increasing

processing time. We �rst note that the send and receive plots form a fairly uniform

distance between each send and receive pair. This is primarily due to the throughput

of each TCP source. The TCP sources with longer end-to-end delays either because

of queueing or propagation delay have lower throughput. Thus, sources one and two

have about the same throughput, which is less than the throughput of source three.
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Also, sources one, two, and three have lower individual throughput than source four.

As we increase the processing time, the real-time tra�c ADU size remains constant.

However, since there is less processing power, TCP times out more frequently and

thus \backs o�" . With less TCP ADUs to process in a given time, the average send

and receive ADU sizes increase.
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Figure 4-26: Average Send/Receive Size for TCP Base Topology

4.4.2 TCP Link Loaded Topology

End-to-End Delay

As in the poisson simulation for the link loaded topology, switch 2 requires the most

processing power. Thus looking at Figure 4-27, we see the same e�ect of sources one,

two, and three having longer delays than source four. The delay does not appear to
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be too signi�cant until 16 microseconds. Examining the delay in the 99.9 percentile in

Figure 4-28, we see that some delay is incurred at 16 microseconds. However, whether

the added 4 millisecond delay is unacceptable or not is a engineering decision. We

assume that the delay is acceptable and calculate the RPPpreempt based on a 16

microsecond processing time.

Since this is the fully loaded link case, 1.5 links are fully loaded at switch 2.

Therefore, we calculate the RPP for the preemptive switch to be:

RPPpreempt =
200
16

1:5
= 8:3MIPS=port

Doing the standard comparison to RPPcell, we see that RPPpreempt has over 17 times

smaller processing power than RPPcell. In this case, only 17 ports could be sup-

ported with the same processing power using the preemptive architecture that the

cell architecture uses for one port.
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Figure 4-27: Average End-to-End Delay of VBR Tra�c for TCP Link Loaded Topol-

ogy
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Figure 4-28: End-to-End Delay of VBR Tra�c at the 99.9 Percentile for TCP Link

Loaded Topology

NDU size

The NDU size for the link loaded topology has the same characteristic as the base

topology for TCP bulk source and VBR video.

4.4.3 TCP Processor Loaded Topology

End-to-End Delay

Figure 4-29 shows the average end-to-end delay of the VBR tra�c. The delay in-

creases somewhat dramatically at 10 microseconds for sources one, two, and three.

Also, in examining the 99.9 percentile plot, it was found that increases were upwards
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of 7 milliseconds from 6 microsecond processing time to 10 microsecond processing

time. Thus, we choose the 6 microsecond processing time as being acceptable.

As in the poisson simulation, switch 3 is the heavily loaded switch. It has

three fully loaded links. In doing the calculation and making the comparison it was

found that RPPpreempt was 13 times smaller than RPPcell. So, 13 ports could be

supported with the same processing power using the preemptive architecture that

the cell architecture uses for one port.
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Figure 4-29: Average End-to-End Delay of VBR Tra�c for TCP Processor Loaded

Topology
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NDU size

The NDU size for the processor loaded topology has the same characteristic as the

base and link loaded topologies for TCP bulk source and VBR video.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this work, an alternative network and switch architecture was explored. The

network architecture had the goals to provide:

� The capability to integrate services easily

� The capability to build switches cheaply

� The capability to transmit data e�ciently

These goals then lead to a second set of goals for building the switch. The goals in

building the switch were:

� Minimize the Switch Processing Power

� Provide a scalable architecture with respect to port size

From these goals a set of design principles were developed, modeled, and simulated.

The results of the simulations were used to justify some unique problems and features

of the combined architectures.

To achieve the network goals set out this report proposed using preemption as

a mechanism to send and receive data. Data was classi�ed into two types of transfer:

the end-to-end unit, called the Application Data Unit and the local unit called the

Network Data Unit. ADUs were the single chunks of data sent from the source and
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expected to be received as single chunks of data by the sink. NDUs were the chunks

of data sent in between any two switches or host-switch pairs. Preemption helped by

controlling the end-to-end delay of ADUs in the network.

Also the switch architecture was designed to use preemption as a justi�cation

for dumping large ADUs onto the network. The larger the ADUs, the less required

processing power the switch needs. The switch architecture exploits a sharing of

processing power among many ports in a switch. Processing was done at the ADU

level, but ADUs broken into NDUs could cause a reprocessing to occur. The ar-

chitecture was examined carefully to understand how the switch processing power

could be minimized and therefore the scalability with respect to the port size could

be maximized.

5.1 Comparison of Cell and Preemptive Architec-

tures

The primary objective was to �nd the amount of SPP saved by using a preemptive

architecture over a cell architecture. Results show that for this type of tra�c mix,

the amount saved by using the preemptive architecture is at minimum 30 times less

than the cell architecture. Thus, all things being equal, if two switches were being

built with the same port size and link bandwidths, the preemptive architecture would

need 30 times less processing power. The savings in processing power implies a more

scalable architecture with respect to port size and link bandwidths of a switch.
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5.2 Comparison of Packet and Preemptive Archi-

tectures

As can be seen in the presentation of this report, no simulation or direct comparison

was done between the Packet and Preemptive Architectures. From the explanations

in Chapter 2, we know that the packet architecture has similar required processing

power compared to the preemptive architecture. The preemptive architecture may

have slightly smaller required processing powers, since the average ADU size can

be larger than the average packet size without loss of performance. However, the

expected di�erence between processing powers will be less than an order of magnitude.

The packet architecture, however, can only support certain tra�c mixes and

guarantee delay bounds at the same time. If the tra�c mix for a network is known

and the delay bounds can be guaranteed through either simulation or analytical tech-

niques, the packet architecture should be picked. This is because it is a proven

technology, and complexity for the preemptive architecture will probably be higher.

If the tra�c mix is not known or the mix is found to not be able to guarantee accept-

able delay bounds, then an alternative architecture, such as the cell or the preemptive

architectures, should be chosen.

5.3 Priority Games

For the initial set of simulations using poisson sources, priority was varied for the

small ADU (or ack) tra�c and processing time was also varied to see the e�ect on

switch performance. It was found that increasing the priority of the small ADU tra�c

to be high decreased the processor sharing delay, but increased the link sharing delay.

Since the small ADU tra�c took a small proportion of the bandwidth of a link,

the link sharing delay was only increased slightly. This advantage gained by the high

priority small ADU was only useful when the switch was overloaded. The performance
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degraded more gracefully in this case and the switch processing power could be lower

for such an environment. However, such an environment had the cost of causing the

NDU size to decrease. This may have adverse e�ects on the handling and scheduling

of the ADU as it ows through a switch, but no �rst hand e�ects were found to occur

in this case.

The advantage gained by using such a scheme of giving high priority to smaller

ADUs is useful only when the processor is the scarce resource in the network. En-

forcing such a scheme to have small ADUs be a low load on the bandwidth of the

link is a separate problem in and of itself. If such an enforcement was not made, then

users would be encouraged to make ADUs small and let them be processed �rst. This

problem was beyond the scope of this report.

5.4 TCP with Video in such a network

As a last set of experiments, simulations were run with TCP bulk transfer and VBR

video trace sources. The number of ADUs being processed per second by a switch

increased from 5,000 to 40,000. Also, the VBR video gave a avor of the possible

characteristic of real-time tra�c in future networks. Results show that even with

the order of magnitude increase in ADUs to process, the amount saved by using the

preemptive architecture is at minimum 10 times less than the cell architecture. This

result further supports the concept of a scalable architecture based on preemption.

5.5 Future Directions

No piece of work is complete without a list of open questions that should be answered

for future research. Below is a list of potential problems that were not going to be

resolved before completion of the report. These potential problems were not studied

due to lack of time. The objective in this work was to take a look at just how good
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the advantages would be and to examine the one particular problem of fragmentation.

Errors Handling errors in the transmission of ADUs; should they be dropped, corrected,

or controlled?

Bu�ers When bu�ering becomes full in a switch how do we determine which ADU(s) to

drop? Do we drop all or part of an ADU?

Congestion How should congestion control algorithms be integrated into such a system. Can

extra time be allotted for algorithms that take longer to process?

Flexibility It is conceivable that di�erent algorithms will produce better results than others

for only speci�c sets of tra�c. Is the preemptive architecture able to handle

di�erent algorithms on a port by port basis to give us better performance?

Engineering There is a large gap between an architecture model and a implementation. A lot

of engineering decisions will have to be made about format of ADU and NDU,

link speeds, and the like. Will the e�ort to create a new network be worth the

added gains discovered by this work?

The �rst two questions on error and bu�ering are very important and should

be investigated before an implementation is proposed. Two more questions came to

mind in the process of completing this report. The �rst was whether the switch archi-

tecture could be used in a non-preemptive environment and what are the implications

of such an architecture? The second was should a balancing between link sharing and

processor sharing be used in future networking? These two questions could be an-

swered in a number of ways in research. Here is the take from the perspective of the

work just completed.

Both the Internet Protocol(IP) and Asynchronous Transfer Mode(ATM), the

two leading packet and cell architectures respectively, are exible enough to use the

switch architecture without preemption. In the case of IP, a mechanism exists called

fragmentation/reassembly which provides the capability to segment a large packet
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into smaller pieces. While the network would have to make the fragments before

starting to send the packet, an algorithm could be imagined which fragments the

packet into small enough segments that each segment only takes up a short amount

of time on the link. Since processing is done at the packet level, fragments are

reassembled and refragmented as necessary at each switch in the path. The biggest

problem with such a scheme is how to handle dynamic routing, a feature of the

Internet speci�cation. Such a scheme would not have to depend on the guarantee

that all data follows one path. Also, while there is no explicit speci�cation that

fragments may not be reassembled in the network, generally no suchmechanism exists.

Adding such a mechanism should not be too di�cult and could be done incrementally.

Thus, with some e�ort a router (Internet switch) could be implemented to have the

architecture described in this report.

The ATM architecture could also have such design of a switch. However, the

ATM model is a little harder to twist to use the switch architecture. Certainly a

preemption model exists in a cell network. The preemption model is that we have

a choice to preempt every cell or continue sending the same end-to-end unit. One

model is to have IP running over ATM and process ATM cells in groups which form

the IP packets. Such a scheme would work nicely. However, other ATM cells which

don't relate to an IP packet must have some form to be processed as blocks. ATM's

adaptation layer might be used to process end-to-end units instead of every cell. The

use of the adaptation layer does not solve the problem of stream connections, however.

These are connections which don't have any end-to-end units, rather they expect a

continuous stream of cells/data at the two end hosts.

Finally, we ask the question of whether �nding the balance between link shar-

ing and processor sharing is necessary. Certainly if processing power becomes a

scarce resource or bandwidths increase to the point where processing power must

be conserved then balancing will be useful. However, currently with growth trends

for processing power doubling every year such an outlook is discouraging. The only
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argument in favor of such an architecture is cost. In that respect saving an order of

magnitude in required processing power is signi�cant since it could be used to make

a switch more scalable or make it cheaper. Adding the requirement that we can do

processor sharing is simple. Besides bandwidth being a parameter we specify in set-

ting up a connection, we also specify the size of the end-to-end units being sent. This

statistic should not be too hard to produce since many reservation schemes and al-

gorithms already require a parameter to measure the burstiness of the tra�c. Such a

measurement should be close to the end-to-end unit size for the network architecture.

In summary this report presents an argument as to how processing power

could be saved at the switch level using an alternative view of networking. Saving

processing power requires some kind of sharing which results in an understanding of

the tra�c being sent through the network. Such an understanding is not far from

the network designers grasp since many of the properties of the tra�c are already

determined by the congestion control algorithms proposed. While this report used

preemption as the mechanism to provide such an architecture, other architectures

could be modi�ed to provide a \preemptive" like service. Such a mechanism must

exist in some form for the sharing to occur. Otherwise, traditional thoughts of switch

implementations must be used to provide service.
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